Defined Merocyanine Dye Stacks from a Dimer up to an Octamer by Spacer-Encoded Self-Assembly Approach.
A series of well-defined chromophore stacks is obtained upon self-assembly of merocyanine and bis(merocyanine) dyes in nonpolar solvents. Careful design of the spacer moieties linking the dipolar chromophores within the bis(merocyanine) dyes allows one to direct the dipole-dipole interaction driven aggregation into stacks of desired size from dimer up to octamer. The spacer-encoded self-assembly process was investigated by UV/vis absorption spectroscopy showing an increase of the hypsochromic shift with increasing stack size. The structure of the largest aggregate comprising eight chromophores was analyzed by 1D and 2D nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopic studies revealing a perfectly interdigitated centrosymmetric organization of the dipolar dyes and concomitant annihilation of the ground state dipole moment is observed in the UV/vis absorption spectra. This unprecedented series of dye stacks from dimer to octamer enabled a systematic study of the optical absorption properties in dependence of the stack size disclosing that the absorption features can be rationalized by molecular exciton theory. Our results show that the noncovalent synthesis approach based on dipolar aggregation is suitable for the design of well-defined dye aggregates of specific size, allowing in-depth studies to manifest structure-property relationships.